*The Circuitry of the Human Spinal Cord* serves as an in-depth analysis of the neurophysiology behind various movements. This textbook begins with general methodology, which lays the groundwork for future chapters. From there, the authors quickly delve into the synaptic responses and muscle fiber movements for a wide range of activities and elaborate on how this is relevant for motor disorders such as Parkinson's disease. Throughout the book, each chapter highlights key findings from relevant animal experiments in the field to provide adequate background before moving on to thoroughly explore several different motor pathways. Each section ends by comparing the circuitry in normal movement with that of humans afflicted by various diseases, followed by an extensive summary and list of references to wrap up each chapter.

Overall, this book is text heavy, and the 127 figures provided throughout the text solely analyze physical circuitry of reflexes and the motor movements described. Although this is a necessary complement to the text, the reader is likely to find the material dense. Additional illustrations to incorporate the overarching themes and ensure that the reader keeps the big picture in mind would be beneficial for future editions. Ideal for those highly specialized in neurophysiology, this textbook is not intended for novice readers but is likely beneficial for researchers and clinicians involved in the study and treatment of movement disorders.
